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Growing up I often heard about networking. My dad would say, ‘it’s all about who you know’, and he wasn’t wrong. For Capital City
Law, a practice established in 2009, networking with Deliberate Directions was instrumental in the practices’ success.
Owner, Steve Rausch, got involved with estate, will & trust planning after graduating from law school. After a few years of work, he
shifted fields into what he describes as ‘an attorney’s dream’. This new role as a litigator required him to be in and out of the
courtroom, juggling 50+ cases, and required many hours. While he succeeded and found success in this law, he knew his
passions lie elsewhere. After this realization, he moved back to where his passions lie, helping people avoid problems before they
happen, founding Capital City Law in 2009. Steve feels that he is better suited for this field of work, which leaves him with less
stress, and a greater sense of satisfaction.
Seeing an opportunity, Steve moved into his own office in 2007. With that move came more big news, a devastating divorce.
Capital City Law was a way for Steve to channel his energy into a pursuit he saw as satisfying and productive. It also got him out of
the house and back into the motions of a “normal” life. However, there were other occupying thoughts that prevented him from
fully growing into this new space. The referral to Allison, with Deliberate Directions, came over lunch with a colleague. With no
prior business coaching experience, Steve didn’t know what to expect. His first impression of Allison as an organized and selfconfident business leader, allowed him to be vulnerable in the areas of his professional life where he needed assistance. Allison
and Steve worked together to figure out how to get his head back into the game, think outside the box of law to obtain solutions,
and guide him through the business side of his practice. Steve mentioned: “When you go to law school, they teach you how to be
a lawyer, not a business owner” Now, with a seven-year relationship, the partnership between Capital City Law and Deliberate
Directions only seems to strengthen and develop.
A business coach can take on many forms. Perhaps you need someone to help you with logistics, keep you on track for deadlines,
solidify your vision, or in the simplest terms, encourage and support you throughout your journey. This is your creation, let Allison
help direct you to make it exactly what you envisioned. Trust that hiring Deliberate Directions is the best decision you can make
for your company's success.
Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction’s Business and Executive Coaching Program featuring Steve Rausch, Owner of Capital
City Law Offices.
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CLIENT INTRODUCTION

Steve Rausch is the owner of Capital City Law Offices and has 18 years of experience in law. In the beginning, Steve had contract
work with an estate planning partnership before passing his bar exam. This was a great experience but the ‘real’ attorneys work,
litigating cases in the courtroom, where he found himself next. After a few years of being in the law office working with personal
injury and employment discrimination law, he soon realized how much more he enjoyed his first experiences with estate planning;
“The area of the law that helps people solve problems before they happen. To help plan for the future, even if that means them
dying”. With the market crash in 2007, Steve saw an opportunity. This led to a business partnership and the creation of Capital City
Law offices in 2009.
While the business was okay, Steve knew there was something missing. There was a piece to his business that felt lost and unkept.
Years later, through a friend’s suggestion and referral, he was introduced to Allison Dunn with Deliberate Directions. In 2014,
Capital City Law hired Deliberate Directions. A few years after 2014, a client's conflict of interest with the partner left Capital City
Law solely Steve’s.

COACHING

The coaching between Capital City Law and Deliberate Directions is unique. Allison helped Steve feel confident as a business
leader, organize his office space, hire employees, set and plan goals. Most importantly she offers empathy and friendship. In some
ways, Steve did the same for Allison.
In 2014 when Steve met Allison, it was clear that he needed help managing his practice. His office was covered in paperwork, he
was struggling to find the vision for Capital City Law as well as managing a partnership. Allison's first task; eliminate cutter... quite
literally by going and purchasing organizing bins. While Allison believes in clients being proactive and taking initiative, she knew
this was the step to take in order to build a foundational relationship of trust between the two. Another pivotal coaching moment
was hiring office staff for Capital City Law. This proved to be very beneficial for Steve because, after years of working in the office
together, Molly and Steve became much closer. They united in marriage and another round of hiring was due. When Steve and
Allison talk about their friendship, stories like this arise. The story of their business relationship is not like many others, but it
shows how instrumental the process can be.
For every day coaching, Allison helps Steve work through his big ideas. As Steve works on his next adventure within his business,
Allison acts as a sounding board. She will also coach Steve on what has recently been bothering him or has been occupying his
thoughts. Steve is keen to identify a problem before it becomes too large, and Allison helps Steve get to the solution. As of late,
coaching has focused on staying relevant from a marketing standpoint with the rise of the COVID-19 pandemic.
RECIPROCAL. When Allison started Deliberate Directions, Capital City Law was one of her first 10 clients. I was curious how Steve
impacted Allison and the development of Deliberate Directions. Steve gives the credit to a “reciprocal friendship”. While Steve isn’t
the hired attorney for Deliberate Directions, it doesn’t stop Allison from getting a second opinion from him when she needs it.
Steve acts as a contractionary standpoint in order to build her practice. Steve shared with me this idea of Allison being a sounding
board for his practice and ideas, Allison values Steve for the same. They have both been instrumental in the success of their
respective businesses, in a wholesome friendly way that comes out best through a friendship.

As much as Allison wants to help
grow your business, she also wants
to learn and grow alongside you as a
client and friend. In this case, it
really does help to know whom you
know.
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OUTSTANDING IMPACT
Steve knew within the first few times meeting with Allison that she could help his business. With her broad background and
confidence, Steve was able to go deeper into what really held him back from his vision and full potential. For a lawyer, giving
someone else the leverage and upper hand is an absolute must to building a trustworthy and impactful relationship.
VULNERABILITY. Allison’s friendly demeanor allowed Steve the vulnerability to share what his businesses pitfalls were. Through
this, he was able to transform his business into his envisioned creation. It was through this vulnerability that a friendship
occurred. Steve describes Allison as “put together, professional, organized, all while having an impressive confidence in herself”.
She holds a business owners’ perspective, this allowed Steve to level with her. He knew that he could go into detail about his
business because she had the relevant knowledge to keep up. This is the vulnerability that gave way to the solid business
relationship they currently hold

“Allison brings this wealth of experience from different aspects and places she has worked. She gained
experience and learned good and painful things to make her stronger and better”

It is through this connection and trust that has made Deliberate Directions instrumental in the success and growth of Capital City
Law.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
“Approachable and genuine and genuinely cares to see the business be successful”.
After seeing success and feeling confident in Capital City Law, why keep hiring Deliberate Directions?
Steve shares that some situations benefit from the outside influence and insight that Allison brings. This helps position his
practice towards a successful direction. Steve shares that he enjoys being able to have Allison as a counselor, a sounding board,
and a litmus test. While it may seem beneficial to hire someone that isn’t so close in friendship, that is actually the trait that makes
the relationship work so well.
It is truly special to meet someone that not only encourages you but can be honest and real with the things that need to happen.
With this mutual respect and foundation of trust, both companies have been impactful on one another's growth. When you meet
Allison, you’ll understand her drive and connection. From that moment on, you’ll know that you want her input and direction for
your business needs. Schedule your strategy session HERE.

“Allison is a part of my
story and a valuable
friend”.
- Steve Rausch
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